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 The primary aim of JOBA is to help children and youth learn about ‘Natural Living’ so that 
they would sustain the prosperity of planet and people. They will learn that humans are not the 
center of Nature and that all living organisms have equal rights. Humankind must live in tune with 
Universal Nature and Human Nature. ப"t$%& பl()r ஓm-தl எ01ற த34 அறtைத 
ைமயpப&t: வா4kைகைய அைமkகk க?@k ெகாllவாrகll. 
  
 JOBA’s philosophy of Natural Living is based the philosophy of Natural Living of Tamil 
Culture, Arts and Literature.  
  
 JOBA’s approach is ‘Family University’ approach. Every change should start from the 
family and that every effort should result in becoming a culture.  
  
 JOBA’s strategy is creating 3P International Clubs (People, Planet and Prosperity 
International Clubs) in social and educational institutions.  
  
 JOBA’s activities will fall under the following five pillars. They are as follows: Universal 
Values, Sustainable Living, Life Skills, Creative Arts & Literature and Collaboration. 
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1 
THE PROLOGUE  
            This booklet is prepared to share my perspective of “Natural Living” concept, in JOBA 
Experts Get Together 2022B, held in Dhan-Peoples Academy, Pullothu, Melamathur, Madurai - 
625016, Tamil Nadu, India on 9th & 10th April 2022. 

  
       It explains my views on sustainability and natural living, analysing the present socio-

economical, cultural, and political scenario and proposing alternatives. This may become the base 
for discussion on the philosophy, approach, and action of John Britto Academy. 

  
       This booklet talks about the complex dynamics of Industrial Revolution 4.0 & 5.0, 

Personal Consumerism, Poverty, Internet of Things (IoT), Cultural Hegemony, Mass Extinction 6.0, 
World War 3.0, and Political Supremacy to understand present global situation. It also talks about 
Cross-Cultural Assimilation, Democratisation of information & Knowledge, Climate Action, and 
People’s Power. 

  
       It proposes a practical solution to global issues, promoting ‘Natural Living’ philosophy 

with ‘Family University’ approach, via strategies such as 3P International Clubs, based on ‘Five 
Pillars of Action’ especially among children and youth. 

  
       Let’s live a natural life and initiate sustainable change! 

_____ 
  
  

  
  

  



  
2 
THE PRESENT  

 What do I see, hear and feel in this world now? I cannot sleep well when I learn that 

(according to a recent UN report 1 2019) 820 million people go to bed with hungry stomachs every 
day? The following questions taunt me day and night. Can poverty be ended in all its forms? Why 
food and agriculture sector, which is supposed to be a lifeline sector of all, became profit making 
industries?  
  
 What happens in the health sector? The drug and pharmaceutical industry have swallowed 
the culture of traditional medicine with local knowledge, in all cultures and introduced synthetic 
chemical drugs, raising profits for corporates.  

  
 Education has become a commodity. Now with Internet of Things (IOT), globalisation has 
brought digitalisation in education and produces ‘competent’ workers to help corporates amaze 
wealth.  
  
 Women and Children, as powerless of the powerless, are the worst affected in all situations.  
  
 Clean water has become a thing of the past and has been created as a commodity while, 
according to WHO/UNICEF, 2 billion people lack access to safely managed water services and 3.6 
billion people lack safely managed sanitation services.2 

  

 It is warned that fossil fuel, that energies houses and industries, will last only for another 
100 years and that the remains of plastic, a byproduct of fossil fuel, may take more than 450 years 
to get decomposed. We have thrown away 6.3 billion tons of plastic since 1950.3 Global climate 
change has already shows its effects on environment and people. Glaciers have shrunk, the global 
temperatures continue to rise, more droughts and heat waves are being experienced, and hurricanes 
and floods are norm of the day.4 



 With this background, I would like to discuss about Industrial Revolution 4.0 & 5.0, Internet 
of Things, Mass Extinction 6.0, Cultural Hegemony and World War 3.0 to understand the complex 
dynamics of present socio-economic, cultural, environmental, and political affairs. 

  
“YOUR REFRIGERATOR CAN ORDER TOMATOES 
DIRECTLY FROM A MALL” 

  

  

1.1 Industrial Revolutions 

Dating back to 18th century (approximately from 1760 to 1840), the production process turned 
to usage of water, coal and steam engines, planting seed to mass production. Before that for 
centuries, goods including food, clothing and shelter were manufactured by hand. Industries like 
textile and transportation changed a lot. Usage of machines made things faster and production 
moved from individual interests to industrial organisations. Key word is Mechanisation. This was 
called Industrial Revolution 1.0  

Then electricity came into picture, by the late 1800s. It made production process not only faster 
but also easier. Division of labor and assembly line were introduced. Key word is Electrification. 
This was called Industrial Revolution 2.0 

Industrial Revolution 3.0 began with first computers. Around 1970, the production process 
involved usage of electronics, software, and information highway. This furthered automation in 
production. Internet access, Cloud computing and connectivity were added advantage. Key word is 
Automation. 

The fourth Industrial Revolution is, where smart machines can communicate among themselves 
and control each other without human intervention. The Internet of Things (IoT) is the talk of the 
town with data analytics, artificial intelligence, smart phones, and internet connectivity. Key word is 
Digitalisation. 

People already started talking about Industrial Revolution 5.0 where things like augmented and 
virtual reality, robotics 3D printing, autonomous vehicles, would dominate in the production 
process. It will be a collaboration of humans and machines. Some predict that space industries, 
space mining and space living may evolve in future. Keyword is Personalisation. 

  
“IF YOU CAN PAY FOR THE TICKET, YOU CAN GO TO 
MARS” 



  

1.2 Internet of Things (IoT), Augmented and Virtual Reality, Artificial Intelligence, 
Robotics and Space life 

What is the difference between internet and internet of things? Internet connects computers 
worldwide. But Internet of Things is a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and 
digital machines, objects, animals, or people that are provided with unique identifiers (UIDs) and 
the ability to transfer data over a network without requiring human to human or human to computer 
interaction (Gillis, A. S. 2022). 

The refrigerator with unique identifier at your house may order tomatoes from the container in 
a mall, which informs a robot to transport them via driver less vehicle to your doorstep where they 
are received by a robot and kept in the refrigerator. No human or computer, as we see now, is 
involved in the process. This is IoT. 

Thus, automated homes, automated workplace, automated business, and automated leisure 
centres will be possible.  

Now-a-days, we use screens more. Computers, Smart phones, Televisions, Tabs , etc., Things 
are going to change. You will have headset to enter a computer-generated world that you can 
explore. That is Virtual Reality. 

You will be also going to witness a lot of digital images layered in the real world, like digital 
fish swimming through the world around you, with which you can interact. That is Augmented 
Reality.  

Already robots help massively in production of processed foods, transportation, devices, and 
appliances. Artificial Intelligence has made it possible. When we went to a restaurant in Melbourne, 
a robot took the order and served the food to our table. It is already happening in many places. 

Robots sweep floors, look after children, assemble vehicles, and may even perform surgeries. 
School teachers may be replaced by robots. Robots may cook food for the family. Self-driving cars 
have been already produced and are in test run. Robot soldiers may involve in future wars. (May be 
its already happening!!) 



Scientists have already predicted that in 30 years, commercial space travel would be possible. If 
you can pay for the ticket, you can go to moon or mars. Yes! Extraterrestrial travel would be 
possible. 

In short, personal data will be collected and used for the benefit of powerful over powerless. 
Information will be stored and shared to influence knowledge in IoT dominating world. But will it 
be possible? Will human race still live in this planet? Because scientists have already warned about 
Mass Extinction 6.0 and World War 3.0 

  
  

“WHEN MASS EXTINCTION HAPPENS, HUMAN RACE 
WILL DISAPPEAR.” 
  

1.3 Mass Extinction 6.0 and World War 3.0  
What is mass extinction? Are we facing the sixth mass extinction? Begum (2021)6 warns in a 

research article in Natural History Museum that, “Human activity is killing nature at an 
unprecedented rate. We are now experiencing the consequences in the form of a possible sixth mass 
extinction.”  

  
Do you know that 98% of all the organisms that have existed on our Earth, are now extinct?  
  
Mass extinction is when species vanish much faster than they are replaced. When at least 75% 

of the species are lost in a specified time, it means that mass extinction has occurred.  
  
Usually when temperatures plummet and huge glaciers get formed, leaving sea level drop 

dramatically, many creatures die.  
  
Or when global warming and cooling happens resulting in reduction in oxygen and carbon 

dioxide mass extinction happens. Or large asteroid hitting Earth, leaving dust particles in 
atmosphere, blocking sun light, causing acid rain could cause mass extinction. Even large volcanic 
explosion may be a reason.  

  
What is happening now? We do experience drastic changes to our Earth, including extreme 

weather such as flooding, drought and wildfires. Since the first Industrial Revolution, humans have 
been putting pressure on Nature by using its resources without supporting recovery.  

  



Modern Agriculture, for example, causes soil degradation, deforestation, pollution, and bio-
diversity loss. You already are aware that all life on Earth is interwoven. This delicate balance has 
been established over millions of years.  

  
When one species becomes extinct, many other species are affected, putting several ecosystems 

in danger. “Naturally extinction occurs over hundreds and thousands of years which allows nature 
to slowly replace what has been lost. 

  
 But humans have sped up this process to a dangerous rate. Never has a single species been 

responsible for such destruction on Earth” says Katie6 who explores extinction through fossils. 
  
Boston University7 in United States have predicted that we are now closer to World War III 

than we were last year. Now with Ukraine and Russia engaging in brutal combat and various 
nations taking their sides, the conflict has become internationalised.  

  
World War I began because of a fight between Serbia and Austro-Hungarian Empire. Then 

other countries took sides.  
  
World War II began when Germany invaded Poland. Then other countries took sides.  
  
Though things look different now, it is evident that human mind has been corrupted and desire 

for supremacy over other cultures, nations, languages, races might lead to a complex war, ending in 
a great loss. 

  
This takes us to look closely on the trends of hegemony which is another threat for human 

community. 

  
“HUMANS HAVE ALWAYS INDULGED IN BRUTAL OR 
SUBTLE WAR.” 

  
  
1.4 Cultural, Economical & Political Hegemony 
Wars can be brutal or subtle. When the domination is done through ideological means, it can be 

called Cultural hegemony. 
  
Antonio Gramsci, the Italian Scholar, developed the concept of Cultural hegemony.8 He 

explained that when a group of people can hold power over social institutions (like education, 
media, family, religion, politics, law, and such) influencing thoughts and behaviours, directing the 
normative ideas, values and beliefs, it is cultural hegemony. 



  
Domination in any form is not accepted. But humans have always indulged in one way or other, 

either in brutal or subtle way to dominate over a culture, nation, race, or language. 
  
In summary, in a very short time, modern technology has made human beings to have a 

disproportionate impact on nature. Humanity is rapidly reshaping the natural environment, and 
scientists and scholars are questioning whether “nature” can survive this onslaught.  

  
There is a growing concern about the ethical use and distribution of resources among an 

increasing world population, the effect of technology on the balance of political power, and the best 
way in which to administer global standards and resolve conflicting interests. Examples are the 
debate over global warming, efforts to stem the development of nuclear weapons, and the creation 
of laws to protect international resources. 

  
1.5 There is hope 
But not everything looks gloom and despair. There is hope.  
  
People, who were made as consumers, now are aware of consumer rights. When information 

gets overloaded, now people can browse through and get informed better about products and 
services. Consumers now know their rights to safety and information. 

  
Young people like Greta Thunberg, a Swedish environmentalist, inspire people globally to act 

against Climate Change. Many people are turning to organic way of life, buying organic food. 
Recent study9 shows consumers have intrinsic motives to buy organic food and have extrinsic push 
from family and society. 

  
With the invent of Internet, knowledge, which was once the privilege of elites have now 

become within the grab of masses. Though there is a debate about the credibility of available 
information, the reality is that it is available.  

  
Globalisation and social media have helped in cross-cultural relationships, while civil society 

movements and popular culture organisations, network among themselves to have their say in world 
affairs. 

This is where the hope lies. Now how to tap this potential and change the world into a better 
place for all species? To do this, we need to understand how to live a ‘Natural Living’ 

  
  

********** 

  



  
  

  
  
3 
THE NATURE 

  
Children are the future. Young people are the hope. John Britto Academy (JOBA) would like to 

help them rewrite the fate of this world from catastrophe to prosperity. The only way to achieve this 
is to promote ‘Natural Living’ way.  

  
What is natural living? 
  
Natural living is “living in accordance with universal nature” and “aligning oneself with human 

nature”.  
  
2.1 Alignment with the Nature of the Universe 
When looking at the nature of the universe, look at the world for what it is, how it works, and 

act in alignment with it rather than resisting it. Nature has its laws. Everything evolves around this 
Natural Law. 

  
What is Nature and What is Natural Law? 
  
I look at a seed. It has life energy. So, it falls in the soil, germinates, grows a root towards water 

down, grows shoots towards sun, grows leaves, stems, flowers, and bears fruits which has seeds. 
Thus, it is a ‘cycle’.  Germinate, Grow, Give life, Disappear and Germinate again. Life cycle! 

  
To go a little deep in understanding Nature, I need to explain my understanding of matter and 

energy. 
  



Seed has a form, which is concrete, called the matter. Life in the seed is abstract, called the 
energy. This matter and energy are in different forms and colors because, they are formed by 
different sound rhythm and light. Certain frequency of sound rhythm is the reason for a particular 
form and of light is the reason for a particular color. 

  
Take for an example, the form and color of jasmine flower. It has certain number of petals and 

mostly white in color because of the frequency of sound and light. Same goes to every matter in the 
universe. 

  
An interesting note about sound and light frequency is that humans have limitations in hearing 

and seeing them. Humans cannot hear bat’s high frequency sound and cannot see ultraviolet and 

infra-red colors.  
  

“THERE IS SOMETHING ELSE OTHER THAN MATTER 
AND ENERGY.” 
  

There is something else other than matter and energy. That is empty space. In fact, every cell in 
a matter has 99.9% empty space, scientists say. So, nature is the combination of matter, energy, and 
empty space, basically made of sound and light with certain frequency.  

  
This matter and energy (with empty space) manifest as elements of earth, water, air, fire, and 

space.  
Cலm, E, Fr, வG, HImெபா& ஐn$m 
கலnத மயkகm உலகமாதM0…(ெதாl. ெபாN. மரPயl, 91) 
  
These elements look different based on the eco-systems like Kurinji (mountainous region), 

mullai (forest region), marutham (cropland), neithal (seashore), and palai (dry lands). 
QlைலRm "STURm Qைறைம)0 :Vn$ 
நlMயl- இழn$ ந&Z" $யrஉ@t$p 
பாைல எ0பேதாr ப\வm ெகாll]m 
(Uலp, கா&கா% காைத, 64-66) 
  
Nature has a special way of growing, changing, sustaining, and extending. So, What are the 

laws of Nature? 
  

·      Accept the change: Nature keeps changing. Change is cardinal. Every human being, 
plant, animal, and things around us keep changing. This is one key characteristic that 
Nature teaches us. Accept the change. To live in accordance with universal nature is 



to accept the conditions of the world and live in harmony with them. So, just follow 
nature. Don’t combat it.  

                   ‘எvவ $ைறவ $லக Qலகtேதா 
                     டvவ $ைறவ தS`.’ ("றll: 426) [உலகm எvவா@ நைடெப@10றேதா, 

உலகtேதா& ெபாNn:ய வைக)l தாam அvவா@ நடpபேத அSவா"m என :Nவll]வr 
"SpP&1றாr] 

  
·      Connect and Communicate: Trees produce oxygen for humans to breathe. Plants 

depend on bats, birds, and bees for pollination. The Universe is a single 
interconnected organism. Every individual is a part of the whole. Mutually 
interdependent! Communication is the best way of connection. Communicate and be 
connected. 

  
·      Maintain equilibrium: Nature maintains a balance. Sometimes the balance may be 

disturbed due to introduction of new species, the sudden death of some species, 
natural hazards, or man-made causes. Though ‘survival of the fittest’ seems right, 
Nature has its way of maintaining the equilibrium of predator-prey relationship. 

  
·      Get and Give: Elements in nature changes because it ‘gets’ from its surroundings and 

keeps ‘giving’ back. No tree eats its fruits. Giving keeps up the nature’s cycle. 
Compassion breeds giving. So be compassionate! 

  
·      Slow and Steady: Every day, I watch plants growing. Nature has patience and 

endurance. Whatever be the condition, natural species try to thrive. Every second, it 
grows, slow and steady. So be patient and persistent! Concentrate on daily life. Here 
and now! 

  
·      Respect diversity: Multitude of living things, from plants and animals to fungi and 

bacteria, housed in such ecosystems as oceans, forests, mountain and plain, make up 
life on Earth. As said earlier, they are all connected. Healthy ecosystems are possible 
as diverse spices live together. So, respect diversity always! 

  

        “NATURE CELEBRATES EVERY SINGLE 

MOMENT.” 
  



·      Celebrate Life: I don’t know if plants and animals ‘worry’ about their lives. But I am 
aware that from fish to star, they shine and celebrate their lives. They seemed to 
struggle sometimes. But they celebrate every individual moment. Let’s celebrate. 

  
·      Resourceful and generous: Nature is abundant with resources. It provides. Be 

resourceful. Be generous. 
  
  
2.2 Alignment with the human nature 
Humans have nature like animals and plants. All draw nutrients from environment, have 

instinct to survive, eat, shelter, seek comfort, reproduce, and bear fruit.  
  
What is the difference then?  
  

·      Be good: The difference is when humans have to go beyond just ‘survival’ and be 
‘ethical’.  

                            ஒdkகm Hdpபm தரலா0 ஒdkகm  
                            உ)Vam ஒmபp ப&m ("றll: 131) 
                   [ஒdkகm மeதrk" ேம0ைமையt தNவதாl, உ)ைரkகாf\(m 

ேமலானதாக ஒdkகtைதk காkகேவ%&m என :Nவll]வr "SpP&1றாr.] 
Thiruvalluvar points out that, “Propriety of conduct leads to eminence and so it should be 

preserved more carefully than life.” 
  
What is good conduct?  
                            மனt$kக% மாUல0 ஆதl அைனtதற0 
                            ஆ"ல Fர Pற. [அறm எ0ப$ மனtதளHl "?றm இlலாதவராக 

இNpப$. மனtiyைம அlலாத ம?றைவ k% ஆரவாரtத0ைமய$.] 
Good conduct is being spotless in mind. Pure and Virtuous! All else is vain show. Be righteous. 

அதனாl அறm ெசய HNm-! 
  

·      Become Full: Human nature is expressing the very best in one’s development. Like 
the coconut tree grows full and bear fruits from a seed, humans must become full in 
body and mind. It is the actualization of body and mind. Become full. 

  
·      Be a part of the whole: Humans are part of a larger whole. ‘அ%டt:l உllள$ 

P%டt:l, P%டt:l உllள$ அ%டt:l’  (Utதr மர- வழk"). Feel like a 
mini universe and be proud. That’s how humans can realise their potential and 
become best of themselves.  

  
·      Be reasonable: Human nature involves reasoning. 



   ‘ஆறS` அ$ேவ, அவ?ேறா& மனேன’ (ெதாl. ெபாN.                                 
மரPயl) எ0@m 

   ‘மா`m மாkக]m ஐயS Hனேவ 
                            மkகll தாேம ஆறS `)ேர’ (ெதாl. 1532)எ0@m 
                            மkகைள Unதைன எ01ற அS` ெகா%டவrகளாy ெதG`ப&t$1ற$. 

So, be a thinking person. 
  

·      Be Social: It is very much human to feel a sense of belonging within a social group. 
But it should not confine to a particular group. Tamil culture has promoted the idea of 
global citizenship.  

                   யா$m ஊேர யாவNm ேகGr என`m ப"t$%& பl()r ஒm-தl என`m, 
ப%ெபனpப&வ$ பாடSn$ ஒdகl (கMtெதாைக, 133), என`m மkகll அைனவNm 
ஒ?@ைமயாy ம14n$ இNpபைதpப?S த34 இலk1யZகll "SpP&10றன. So 
free of any kind of discrimination and enjoy comradeship with all. 

  
·      Be Compassionate: I understand that human nature is self centered and that try to 

dominate others. At the same time, being compassionate is also the innate nature of 
mankind. It is the concern one feels for another being’s welfare. This is the struggle 
an individual and the society goes through. The humankind needs to find an 
equilibrium. The answer lies in being compassionate.  

வா\ய ப)ைரk க%டேபா ெதlலாm வா\ேன0 பU)னாl இைளtேத 
k&ேதா Sரn$m பUயறா தயrnத ெவ?றைரk க%&ளm பைதtேத0 
F\ய Pnயாl வNn$10ேறாr எ0 ேநr உறkக%&ளn$\tேத0 
ஈ\0மாeகளாy ஏைழகளாy ெநT Uைளtதவr தைமkக%ேட இைளtேத0    

         (:N அNfபா) 
Valllar Ramalinga Adihalar explains how he felt sad whenever he saw a crop without water, 

man without food, people without health and prosperity. 

  

        “ART IS ROOTED IN HUMAN NATURE.” 
  

·      Be Political: Human nature is to create organisations. Man, always try to regulate 
things and relations around, creating units like family, village, cities, laws, and 
structures.  Keep regulating! 

  
·      Be Artistic: Art is rooted in human nature. Being imaginative and creative is another 

human nature. Man not only creates regularities in outward architecture, but also 
creates regularities in inward cognitive and emotive structures like language and art 
forms. Imagine and create! 



  
Thus, Natural living is living with the accordance with universal nature and human nature. 

  
********* 

  

  
  
4 
THE FUTURE 

JOBA aims to promote philosophy of natural living, i.e., living with the accordance of universal 
nature and human nature, to humankind. It foresees to create structures and take meaningful actions, 
based on five pillars of JOBA. I will only give brief notes on five pillars, structures, and actions, as 
it will be discussed in detail when experts meet in Madurai. 

  
4.1 JOBA Five Pillars: 
Based on the above discussions on universal nature and human nature, the following five pillars 

have been identified. 
·      Universal Values 
·      Sustainable Living 
·      Life Skills 
·      Creative Art 
·      Collaboration 

4.2 JOBA Structures: 
With the experience of conducting workshops on various subjects within five pillars for the 

children, parents, and teachers of Bandar Sri Sendayan Tamil School in Sermban, Negeri Sembilan, 



Malaysia, through ‘Family University’ approach, organizational structures such as clubs will be 
founded in schools.  

  
Such club will be named ‘Planet, People and Prosperity’ International Club. In short, it will be 

called 3P International Clubs.  
  
4.3 JOBA Actions: 
Meaningful actions will be taken. As Mr. Manoharan, JOBA Country leader - Malaysia puts it, 

any intervention should result in a long-term culture. He phrases as follows: எnத ஒN ெசய(m 
பழkகமா1, வழkகமா1, ஒdkகமா1, ெநSயாy, ப%பாடாy மாறேவ%&m. Any intervention 
should lead to habit, custom, virtue, morality, and culture.  

  
Actions such as ‘Healthy Food Campaign’ will be taken up by 3P International Clubs. 

Workshops will be conducted online and offline by JOBA International Experts. 

********* 

  
  



5 
THE EPILOGUE 

Natural living philosophy will be the basis of JOBA. Living in accordance with universal 
nature: accepting the change, connecting, and communicating, maintaining equilibrium, being a 
giving person, growing slow and steady, respecting diversity, celebrating life, and being resourceful 
and generous  

and with human nature: being good, becoming full, being part of the whole, being reasonable, 
being social, being compassionate, being political, and being artistic,  

mankind can avoid present dreadfulness such as mass extinction, created by industrial 
revolution and latest technologies.  

  
JOBA would create necessary structures and take meaningful actions to make this planet and 

people prosper. 



  

****   
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